Game of seven errors regarding the submission process of scientific papers (Part 7): those who do not read the manual do not know (to whom and how) to write it
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ABSTRACT

To end the game of seven errors regarding the submission process of scientific papers, this editorial discusses the importance of reading the rules of journals and the publication of manuscripts. Regarding the article submission, first, it is imperative that the authors know the scope of the magazines to which they will submit the results of their studies. Any author can offer a scientific paper to be reviewed for publication in a magazine; however, these authors should read the rules for submission of manuscripts and follow them. In order to facilitate the process of publishing articles, the OBJN offers on its homepage, tutorials to instruct authors, and the creation of a new submission section entitled Research Notes, aiming at the publication of short research articles with the presentation of their partial results. It is, therefore, important that authors read thoroughly the publication standards in order to facilitate the preparation of their manuscripts and consequent publication of the results of their studies.

Descriptors: Research Design; Publication Formats; Evidence-Based Nursing.
Intentionality, thoroughly discussed in scholastic philosophy, and more recently assimilated into the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl, brings harmony between faith and reason. When authors submit a manuscript to a journal, they bring, even if subliminally, the same concepts. The entry *submit* derives from the Latin ‘submitter’: “lower, reduce, master;” from SUB, “below,” and MITTERE, “send, let go.” That is, submitting a material to another, implies being in line with the standards established by the recipient. Thus, the basic assumption on which *submitting* to something means being *submissive*, does not allow any questioning beyond the decision of submitting or not.

To end the Game of Seven Errors in the scientific paper submission process, this editorial discusses the importance of reading the rules of journals and publication of manuscripts. It is important to ratify and clarify that the comments that were lectured on this subject are not prioritized according to the importance or chronologically linked; however, they should not be overlooked(1).

Regarding the article submission, first, it is imperative that the authors know the scope of the magazines to which they will submit the results of their studies. Any author can offer a scientific paper to be reviewed for publication in a magazine; however, they must read the submission rules for of manuscripts and follow them. These standards are published in the magazine and the homepage(2).

For the biomedical journals, these standards were first established in 1978 by a group of medical journal editors met in Vancouver, Canada, and published in 1979. Over the years, in addition to the article preparation standards, the committee added other documents, called separate statements, primarily related to the ethical principles that should guide the review process and publication of the manuscript(3). In its latest version(3), the document contains, not only detailed instructions on how authors should prepare and submit their manuscripts, but also ethical considerations concerning the conduction and reporting of the research, such as: a) authorship of the work; b) role of the publisher; c) definition of a magazine with arbitration by peers; d) conflict of interest between reviewer, author and editor, for example, involving research funding or academic competition that might influence the evaluation of the manuscript; e) the right of patients and study participants to privacy; f) the obligation to publish studies with negative results; g) correction and retraction of the author; h) copyright; i) redundant publication; j) manuscript containing conflicting interpretations of the authors on the study; k) list of magazines with advertisers and the media.

In this context and given the flow of information, simplicity to update and ease of publication, more qualified professionals involved in the process of caring, searching, managing and teaching are expected. Thus, one of the key points for the scientific material submission is the understanding of the process. For this reason, in 2011, the OBJN brought the remodeling of the rules of publication in order to meet the contemporary demands and international requirements(4).

In the same year authors conducted a study aimed at analyzing the rules on ethics
in research, contained in the guidelines of Brazilian scientific journals in nursing. A partial analysis of the editorial policy of these journals was carried out in this study with regard to ethics, and found that the guidelines of the section Instructions to Authors are, in most magazines, the only way of communication between authors and publishers. Therefore one can conclude that the policy adopted by the periodic reflected in these instructions, is of great importance in terms of the practice of publishing scientific papers.

We can highlight the promotion of significant changes in the general rules for submission and publication of papers in scientific journals, aiming at a continuous improvement in the process. Thus, periodicals become a vehicle for publishing quality work that significantly impact on national and international research. The demand for qualified publications resulting from postgraduate studies, has led authors to publish their work in the form of full papers in journals and scientific conferences.

The publication of articles is a requirement for any professional who crave to be in tune with the world of science. Likewise, the consumption and production of knowledge are activities related to their work.

At this juncture, in order to publish the results of their studies, authors should know the scope of the journals and thoroughly read the manuscript submission standards. However, it is observed that authors have difficulties in meeting the standards, either by not reading or by not understanding what has been read, negatively influencing the speed of the article submission process. The director of the Edanz Group, Daniel McGowan, during the workshop “How to Write for and Get Published in Scientific Journals” held by FAPESP and scientific publisher Springer, reports that one of the major challenges to be overcome by the researchers is the lack of understanding on how a scientific article should be structured.

In order to facilitate the article publication process, OBJN offers on its homepage, tutorials to instruct authors, describing means standards for formatting and submitting manuscripts, the submission of sections, the editorial flow, metadata form for the articles accepted, Single Ethics Declaration Document (DUDE), among other tutorials. However, despite the description of the processes, it is observed that the authors did not meet the standards described, such as changes using the font in red, respecting the documents submissions deadlines, loading a new document in the version of the author, not as a supplementary document, among others, thus influencing the process speed.

In 2016 the OBJN will introduce a new submission section entitled Brief Communication for research results publication with an only goal. The introduction is unnecessary and the number of words is limited, aiming at reducing costs and time of the publishing process. This type of section is a trend in renowned journals publishing quality scientific papers. Naturally, a new section implies specific standards and therefore attention before writing. After all, those who do not read the manual do not know (to whom and how) to write it!
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